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TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
 
 

1. BUILDING STRUCTURE 
 
 
Load-bearing structures 
Foundation: The foundation of the building is a CFA pile foundation. The piles are held together 
by pile heads, on which a watertight monolithic reinforced concrete floor slab is placed.  
Load-bearing structure: The supporting structure of the building is a monolithic reinforced 
concrete pillar frame. The boundary walls of the cellar are watertight monolithic reinforced 
concrete structures.  
Non-load-bearing structures 
 
Exterior frame-filling walls: They are made of 30 cm thick masonry blocks  
 
Partition walls between apartments: 25 cm thick soundproof masonry 
 
Partition walls within flats: 10 cm panels for partition 
 
Exterior façade: a thermal insulation façade system is installed on the exterior wall surfaces, 
typically with 15 cm thick thermal insulation boards and façade thin plaster, in the planned 
places with planned coverings. A polystyrene-insulated footing plaster system is installed in the 
footing section. 
 
Roof structures: flat roof, monolithic reinforced concrete slab, with thermal insulation, gravel 
load or extensive green roof, and walkable terrace roofs. 
 
 

2. STRUCTURAL AND FINISHING MATERIALS OF COMMON SPACES 
 
Parking lot: 
- Floor: Concrete floor with thin synthetic resin coating, the parking spaces, numbers and traffic signs 

are painted on the floor 
- Walls: painted concrete surfaces 
- Ceilings: painted concrete surfaces, insulated where necessary. 

- Doors: single-leaf, solid doors that meet fire protection requirements 

 
Staircases: 
- Floors: gres flooring with synthetic resin insert 
- Walls: two-layer dispersion painting after texture-coating 
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- Ceilings: two-layer dispersion painting after texture-coating, panel-suspended ceilings 
- Doors: doors that meet fire protection requirements 

 
Corridors:  
- Floor: gres tiles 
- Walls: texture coating, two-layer dispersion painting on concrete, plastered wall /plasterboard 

surface 
- Ceiling: mineral fiber cassette or strip-suspended ceiling, or two-layer dispersion painting after 

texture-coating 
- Doors: doors that meet fire protection requirements 

 
 
Yard and gardens:  
- Paving: paving stone according to a separate plan, playground rubber paving 
- Yard and garden design according to gardening plan 

 

3. INTERIOR STRUCTURES AND FINISHING MATERIALS 

 
Doors and windows:  
- Apartment entrance doors: metal case, solid, plated on both sides, single-leaf, security entrance 

doors: with optical viewer, 5-point security lock, anti-lift. In accordance with applicable standards. 

- Apartment interior doors: subsequently equipped, with hollow chipboard cores, MDF foil wrapped 
panels  

- Apartment windows and patio doors: modern insulating plastic window profiles. Thermal insulation 
glazing according to regulations. Tilt / turn function – in places as planned. Roller blind boxes will 
be installed on the façade without a roller-blind skirt. 

 
Floor coverings: 
 
- Rooms: 8mm thick laminate parquet with skirting boards. Between wooden floors and ceramics 

with cover strips. 
- Bathrooms and toilets: glued ceramic tiles 
- Kitchen floors: glued ceramic tiles 
- Balconies, loggias: frost-resistant glued ceramic tiles 
- Terraces: outdoor, frost-resistant glued gres floor tiles or supergres tiles laid in basalt chips, the 

former with frost-resistant joints and flexible adhesives. 
- Roof terraces and exclusive use gardens: outdoor, frost-resistant glued gres floor tiles or supergres 

tiles laid in basalt chips, the former with frost-resistant joints and flexible adhesives. The gardens 
will be grassed according to the gardening plan.  

 
Wall coverings: 
- Walls: two-layer dispersion painting, white colour 

- Ceilings: two-layer dispersion painting, white colour 
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- Kitchen: no ceramic wall tiles installed.  

- Bathrooms: I. class ceramic covering. Tile covering, above it texture coating and painting with 

dispersion wall paint in two layers. 

 
4.  BUILDING ENGINEERING 

 
Heating and cooling: The building complex has central heating and cooling. The heating energy 
is provided by district heating and heat pump, the cooling is provided by heat pump.  
The temperature control of the apartments is provided by surface heating and cooling. Each 
apartment has individual heat meters to measure the consumption of heating and cooling 
energy. 
The heating and cooling of the apartments can be individually regulated for each apartment. 
 
Gas supply: There is no gas supply in the building, so gas is not available in the apartments. 
 
Hot and cold water supply: The amount of hot / cold water used is measured with an individual 
meter for each apartment. The hot water is produced centrally with district heating.  
 
Sanitary facilities: 
 
- Washbasins and hand basins: white porcelain 
- Bathtub: white acrylic bathtub 
- Shower: built-in shower, which will be installed depending on the type of apartment, in different 

sizes depending on the conditions, without a shower cabin 
- Toilet: white, wall-hung toilet bowl mounted on console, flushing cistern built-in behind the toilet, 

with push pad 
- Faucets: chrome-plated single-lever, with mixing valve. Flexible shower hose and wall-mounted 

shower head. Washing machine connection in the bathroom or in the planned room, dishwasher 
connection in the kitchen. 
 

Ventilation 
 
- Bathroom, toilet: the used air is led directly to the roof through the common collecting air duct, 

with an individual exhaust fan in each apartment, in some cases with the help of a central fan. 
- Kitchen: the basic extraction is provided centrally through the extractor connection stub, the hood 

to be installed later by the owner provides additional extraction with a maximum air transport of 
300 m3 / h. 

 
Dehumidification: in the flats, mechanical and electrical basic equipment will be prepared for 
the dehumidification equipment, without the equipment. 
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5. ELECTRIC SYSTEM 

 
A transformer station inside the building will be installed for the electricity supply by ELMŰ 
Nyrt. Each apartment has its own electric meter. The circuit breaker cabinet inside the 
apartments will be located in the hallways. Each apartment is made with 3x20 A energy supply.  
Electric distribution boards: 
In several configurations, they are placed into recessed cabinets of the same size with a 36-
module three-row distributor. There is free space in the distributor cabinet for further 
expansion. Circuit breakers are also installed in the distributor cabinets.  
At the entry point of the distributor, a circuit breaker will be installed with which the entire 
distribution system is protected, except for the cooling and alarm circuits. The distributors are 
made in a lockable, masked system. The distributors are powered by a tray installation outside 
the wall, with a cable specified by the electricity supplier. For the electric oven/ hob, a suitable 
– two-way – connection will be installed. All high-voltage connectors and consumers are 
connected to the central grounding system.  
 
 
Electrical equipment: 
 
Rooms:  
- in the living areas, several connectors will be provided for the connection of electrical appliances 
- connection for a ceiling lamp is made in each room 

Kitchens:  
- generally 1 double, occasionally 2 double sockets above the worktop height 
- one socket for the fridge  
- A connection box will be provided for the subsequent connection of the oven and the hob by the 

customer.   
- For the extractor: connection ending in a box is made. 
- Connection for a ceiling lamp is made. 
- The possibility of connecting LED lighting to the kitchen counter to be built by the customer will be 

installed.  

Bathrooms: 
- 2 connectors, one for the washing machine, one for another use, connection for mirror lighting; 

place for ceiling lighting with switch that also operates the extractor. 

Terrace/balcony: 
- luminaires mounted on an exterior wall or ceiling with a switch mounted inside the apartment, min. 

1 outdoor socket  

Preparation for car charger: 
- preparation for the possibility of a later car charger connection will be built (for certain parking 

spaces) 
- possible charging at night slow charge (1x16A - 3,4kW) 

 
Low voltage electrical system 
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Hungarian Telekom's low-voltage system will be installed for TV, telephone and internet 
service. Connectors for TV, telephone and internet in the living room and bedrooms. Access to 
the staircase is possible with a video intercom system, and push buttons are placed at the 
apartment doors.  
An alarm system preparation (protective piping) will be set up in the flats with the planned 
technical content. 
 
Smart Home System: 
 
Smart Home System will be installed. Controls lighting and blinds (customer installation).   
 
 

6. KITCHEN FURNITURE AND MACHINES 

 
Kitchen furniture and associated machines will not be installed. 
 

7. STORAGE SPACE 
 

It is designed with a synthetic resin or gres floor covering with a lockable steel door. 
 

 
8. COMMERCIAL PREMISES 

 
Designed to be structurally complete. 
 
The seller reserves the right to freely change the technical content by using materials and 
procedures of the same or higher technical standard or implement it according to the (pre-) 
contract of sale. 
 
 


